
RECKLESS
Third in the Ty Hauck series, a close friend from Greenwich Connecticut investigator Ty Hauck is murdered 
along wither family in a terrifying home invasion. Now Hauck will risk everything to avenge her death. An inter-
national financier sees his world about to crumble and realizes his family is in unfathomable danger...A tena-
cious government agent knows she has stumbled into something big when she watches transfers of millions of 
dollars in cash, suspecting that this is the first step to unleashing a new kind of global terror.

Following the trail of murders, Ty along with agent Naomi Blum of the U.S. Department of Treasury, step into the 
crosshairs of an unthinkable and far-reaching conspiracy.

“Gross uses the current turmoil in the banking world to go effect as a backdrop for this 
crackling thriller. A top-notch thriller writer. His best book yet.”   Chicago Sun-Times

“This book is fantastic. An automatic must-read.”  Lee Child

“Quick, intense, pulse-pounding.”  Seattle Post-Intelligencer

EYES WIDE OPEN
My most personal novel, based on a family event: Jay Erlich’s troubled nephew has been found at the bottom of 
a cliff at Morro Bay, California, a tragic suicide it appears, until secrets from the past rear up again.

Years ago, Jay’s brother, Charlie, a wayward child of the Sixties, fell under the spell of a charismatic, but deeply 
disturbed cult leader, a mesmerizing human monster who set in motion a nightmare of violence. Charlie moved 
on and raised a family but the demons that nearly destroyed him never completely disappeared.

Heading West to his grieving brother, Jay finds himself being pulled back in Charlie’s dark history. In a story 
of two brothers—one successful, the other an outcast—Jay must put his own family on the line to uncover the 
truth about his brother’s son’s death, a dark and dangerous quest that brings up the secrets of the past again 
and plunges him over the edge into the depths of evil.

“Emotional weight... A harrowing story that work sits own terrible magic on a 
reader... A high-velocity page-turner.”    Connecticut Post.

“Gross expertly shows how evil’s influence can fester through the years before returning even 
more destructive than before. Vivid storytelling... Chilling!” South Florida Sun Sentinel

“Should be read with the lights on and the door closed, a rare and menacing 
psychological thriller that works on every level.”  Nelson DeMille.

15 SECONDS
Dr. Henry Steadman, a successful Florida plastic surgeon, is stopped by the police for a minor traffic violation, 
and then pulled from his vehicle, handcuffed and put under arrest.  Several other police cars arrive and the 
questioning turns scary, but just as Henry is released and about to move on, another car pulls up and the officer 
is killed. As the car speeds away, there is only one suspect—Henry. At that moment, his idyllic life becomes a 
free fall into hell as he becomes the target of a police manhunt, as well as pursued, by a cunning perpetrator 
bent on some kind of vengeance.

15 Seconds shows what can happen when even the best life is turned upside down in an instant. It is also the 
story of an innocent man, framed for murde3r, who has to save the person he loves most, all the while being 
drawn closer to an inevitable face to face standoff with a man determined to destroy his life.

“Top notch... Gross has steadily built a reputation as a writer of entertaining thrillers.”

“A total, white knuckle, stay-up-all-night thrill ride.”    Harlan Coben


